
 

 
Friday, September 25 – Sunday, September 27 

Friday:  8:30 a.m. – 1:00 p.m. Tee Times 

Saturday:  8:30 – 1:00 p.m.  Tee Times 

Sunday:  9:00 a.m. Shotgun 

 
USGA Rules will govern all play. 

 

Format:  54 Hole One Net Best Ball of Two; Medal Play 

 

Handicap: Recommended Reduction in Handicap to 85%.  Tournament Handicap Indexes 

used are based on the players low index over the last month.  Maximum difference of 8 

strokes between partners. 

 

Flights: Four flights.  The 1st  flight will play from championship tees, 2nd flight will play from the 

blue tees and the 3rd and 4th flights will play from the white tees.  Players whose age plus 

index equals 90 or greater may play from the green tees in the third or fourth flight only.   

Flights will be divided equally based on combined index.  Ties in combined index will be 

decided by the low handicap player on the team, putting the team with the lower 

handicap player in lower flight.  Any other ties will be broken by coin flip. 

First round pairings will be completed by handicap rank.  Each round will be repaired 

based on standings in the flights.  Ties will be broken by first in method.   

Flight Ties: Last 18 holes, Back 9 total, Last 6, Last 3, Front 9, Last 6, Last 3, Saturday 18 holes, Back 

9, Last 6,…etc., etc.  If still tied we then move to matching Handicap holes starting with 

Sundays round, then Saturday and so on.  If ties still persist then a chip-off will decide.  

USGA Rule 33.6 

Shootout: The top 2 teams from each flight will be in the march.  The shoot-out format consists of 

Alternate Shot (alternating tee boxes) eliminating one team per hole.  Ties will be broken 

by a single person from each team chipping (Ball must be on green).   Closest to the hole 

will continue in the ”March”.  First and Second flight will play from the White tees on #1, 

then play #2 and join the second group on #16; Third and Fourth flight will play from the 

White tees on #10, then play #11 and join the first group on #16.  The final 3 shoot-out 

holes will be played from the white tees.  Ties on the last hole will result in extra holes.  If 

a tie results on the final hole a playoff hole will take place.  Teams will then replay 18.  If 

the teams are still tied after a replay of 18 they will play it again. If after another tie, a 

closest to the pin chip off will decide the overall champion. 


